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SUMMARY 

Solutloro are obtained to a symmetrical market game In 

which the value of a coalition la assumed to be proportional 

to the number of buyers or sellers participating, whichever Is 

smaller. 
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THE  SOLUTIONS  OP A  SYMMETRIC MARKET QAME 

L.   3.   Shapley 

I.      INTRODUCTION 

Thlo   paper   1.B   directed   to   the   problem  of  determining   the 

full   sets  of solutions   to certain rnul tlperaon games  that  dis- 

play  a rudimentary  competitive   pattern   typical   of many economic 

models.     The  players  are  divided   Into  two  groups  M and  N — we 

may  think  of  them as  buyers and   sellers  of  some  comaodlty — and 

the   payoff   functions  are  so  constructed   that  players  of  opposite 

types  are  complementary   (i.e.,   can  enter   Into mutually profit- 

able  arrangements)   while  players  of   the   same  type  are  not;   In 

fact,   being perfectly   Interchangeable   In   coalitions,   they  find 

themselves   In relentless  competition   for  the chance   to     do 

business    with   their  oppoaltes.     The  number of  players  of  each 

type  Is unrestricted. 

Our highly  synunetrlcal  characteristic   function: 

(1.1)        v(S)       mln(|S     M|,   |S     N|) 

(the  number  of elements   In a  set   X   Is   denoted  DV   |x|),   «raphaslzes 

the   basic  complementary/substltutablllty pattern  to  the  exclusion 

of  other features  of   the  market  process   that might  have   been 

Included,   such  aa  asyrraaetrlcal   resources,   elastic   demand   functions, 

Indivisible   goods,   etc.,     and   the   rather  exceptional   regularity 

Characteristic   functions  embodying a   number of  these   factors 
are   formulated  and  discussed  briefly   li.   ['<]   (see   the  bibliography 
at   the  end of  the  paper);   we   Intend   to   treat   them more   fully  in 
a   future  publication. 
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that we  shall observe  In  the solution  c-ts  reflects  the  structural 

siinpliolty of  (l.l).     Nevertheless,  our close Pnalysls of a 

special  class  of market  games cam be  expected to point  the  way 

for more  general  types.     Also,  quite  apart  from the  remote 

practical  significance  of  the results,   the  conquest  of  thlr 

class  of  large—elted games  should prove  of  some  theoretical 

Interest,  especially since a technical  device of considerable 
2 

generality Is  developed along the  way.       As  Olllles  remarked on 

a  similar occasion:      'The   Intensive  study of a particular class 

of games  provides  empirical data on  the  nature of solutions, 

methods which may be applied to other games,   and may suggest 

or disprove conjectures  on  solutions   In  general. '-^ 

Surprisingly,   large  market  games  have   been generally neg- 

lected by game  theorists   since  the   Initial  work of  von  Neumann 

and Morgenstern on  the   subject.       Markets  meet  the  underlying 

assumptions of  complete   Information,   transferable  utility,   etc., 

better  than most economic   phenomena,   and  ought  to  provide   the 

material   for sornr   good   tests of  the   von   Ncumann-Morgenstern 

solution  theory.     A  really  declöive   confront-atlon  of  the   theory 

Is  not  easy to  arrange,   but   In such  well—suited applications, 

as  opposed  to more  artificially—derived  examples,   one   feels 

tJ-'at   the   critics  are   fully   justified   In   Insisting  that   the 

2 
We   refe'.*  to   the     skew  sets,     defined   In  ^ and Q"   below. 

?h), P. ?2r- 
k[iy ,   9'4;   see  also   M ,   [lo),    [i:].     Our   (1.1)   can   be 

obtained  i rora   ('4.' }   of   [13]   hy apeclallxlng   the parameters 
of  the  latter. 



solutlono  make   economic   sense :     that   they satisfy or   perhaps 

extend—but   do  not   contradict—the   expectations  and  Intuitions 

based on  observed  experience. 

The  one—parameter sots  of   Imputations   that  make  up  our 

solutions  are  closely related  to   the     bargaining  curves     that 
c 

have  been  observed   In many  other   game   solutions.''    The   parameter 

In   the   present   case   can be   interpreted  as  the  average  net market 

price of   the   commodity,   or   (transformed)  as   the   total  profit  of 

the  sellera  as  a  group.     It  varies  continuously  In  each   solution 

from zero  profit   to   the  sellers   {   cutthroat     pricing)   to   zero 

gain for  the  buyers   (all   the   traffic  will   bear   ).     At  any 

particular  parameter  value,   the   solution  tells  exactly  how the 

Individual   gains  are   to be   Imputed  among  the   players.      In other 

words,   If  the   solution   Is   known  and   the   average   price   Is   known, 

then  the   outcome,   financially   speaking,   12   completely determine'!. 

There   Is   just   0m1   symmetrical   solution;   It   corresponds   ^o 

thp   free   trade     or    'same—prlce—to—all—comers '   standard  of 

behav'lor.     More   generally,   the   soTitlon   can   be   refarded  as  a 

description  of   the   Institutionalized  -nodes  of  collusion—premiums, 

rebates,   class   discrimination,   boycotts,   etc.—In   terms   of   their 

net   effect   on   the   outcome.     A  nonsymnetrie   solution  expresses   a 

stable,   self—consistent  departure   f"om  the     free   trade     norro. 

>ee   [3],    \lj] ,    M,   and   [l7].      ^'.^.2   and  0'-.'. .J,   al30   |4|, 
p.   209.     Bargaining  curves   are   commonly   found   .omblned  with  other 
point—sets   in   the   solution;   tht    purity  of  the   present   occurrences 
can  be  ascribed   to   the  very  direct     complementary/substltutable 
stricture   of   (l.l).      There   Is   a   close   connection   between   the   latter 
and   the   (ra • n )—person   simple   gajne   3*    ■     ß#,   with   ( non—superaddl 11 ve ) 
characteristic   function: 

v (S)        mln( |S     M| ,    \Z     '.'I ,   l). 

whose Bolutlons are all of t.v.e 
z>-r^   r t ^ r-   of 1 pp two fro .; ■' of 

r^a'.: Ing ?,;rye^ '.• jnu^c1"'. ng the 
. 1; f-rr • j-'f [v ] , [ 11 l ) . 
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McAnKhlle the basic function of the actual market Institu- 

tion—that of establishing and maintaining the general price 

oqulllbrlum—must presumably be carried out by means of 

"noncolluslve  bargaining tactics:  bids, prices, concessions, 

counter—proposals, etc., Insofar as they are available among the 

formally permitted moves of the game.  This sets the stage Tor a 

rather remarkable division of labor between cooperative game 

theory and Its 'noncooperatlve ' cousin.  We make no attempt In 

the present paper to solve the noncooperatlve bargaining proolems 

poacH by our cooperative solutions; to do tso  would require pre- 

constructlng the strategy spaces and payoff functions that under- 

lie (l.l), and would lead us far afield.  But the possibility 

of being ible to 'solve the solution' Is not a'-, unnatural one, 

when we reflect on how much Is left out of the cooperative 

approach: most of the formal bargaining moves ol'  the extensive- 

form ^ame are rendered superfluous oy the added, free coalition- 

forming process Implicit In the characterlstlJ function; likewise, 

all of the details of price and money transfer are swallowed up 

by the hypothesis of unrestricted side—payments.  Indeed, the 

fact that something Identifiable aa  average price  appears as a 

parameter In the solutions, after so much haa been apparently 

suppressed, speaks well for the validity of the cooperative 

solution concept. 

Ou" formal results fall abort of a complete list of solutions, 

such as obtained by von Neumann and W. H. Mills on comparable 
r 

occasions;     however,   we   bring  that  ultimate  goal  with'!:   reach. 

';See   [ll] ,   0^,   and   (4). 
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We  prove   that  all  eolutlons  are  raonotonlc  arcs   spanning the 

simplex of   Imputations,   as  discussed above;   wo  also  obtain a 

bound on  tholr  location   In  the   simplex and  determine  explicitly a 

na.lor,   centrally—located  subclass  of solutions,   which in certain 

cases   turns  out   to be  complete   (se«  below.   Theorems   3>   <'»   1> 

respectively}.     As already noted,   there   Is  a unique   solution 
7 

possessing   the   full  symmetry  of  the  game. 

The main  body of this  paper   Is  concerned  exclusively with 

the mathematical   problem.       We  ha/e   tried  to  keep  the  presenta- 

tion  self-contained,   and  have  adopted a mildly  expository tone 

at  first,   with   the   Idea  of easing   the  way  for  readers  not   versed 

In  th''   Intricacies  of  solutlor;   theory. 

6l.     Preliminaries 

Let  M and  H  be   the  two  groups  of players,   having respectively 

m       |M|   and  n        |N|   elements.     The   fra-f-n)—person  game   to  be 

considered  Is  given by  the  characteristic   function: 

(1.1)       v(S)   ■   min{|S     M|,      |S     N|) all   S   In  M     M. 

Define  g       v(.M     N')       mln(m,   n).      .'ectors   on  M     N   will   be 

written  as 

x     or       x   •   x or     (x,1 ,   . . . ,   x';   x, ,   . . . ,   x   ). 1 m'     1 n' 

This   correapo:.. .    T   Bott's   result  for   the   (n     k)—games 
|l|,    [3]—another   compa      ^le,   but   Incompletely  solved,   clasa  of 
large—nlzed  gamrs. 

ß 
The  heuristic  account   of   the   game and   Its   solutlcns,   given 

In   [lO],   still   applies   ^  r   'he  mont     r^rt,   although   the mathe- 
matical   results   therein  are   now  superseded. 
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Sums over  their cor-ponentö will  generally be abbreviated 

X{S) for   s^, ^ + s^ • 

An Imputation 1B a nonnegative vector on M J N such that 

x(MUN) = g; the apace of all Imputations Is a simplex of 

m 4 n — 1 (ilmenelons, denoted by A.  The 'face A„  la  the 

(|S| - l)—dimensional 8«t of Imputations x such that x(S) - g; 

these are the vectors that Impute a total of g to the members 

of S, and nothing to the other players.  The opposing complementary 

faces A-, and A^ will figure prominently In our analysis. 

In general, x Is said to dominate y via S provided 

that 

(1.2) x — y Is strictly positive en S, and 

(1.3) x(sKv(S). 

In the present Instance It $111  suffice to consider only domin- 

ation via sets of the form l\x$ *   L u c M, . € N, ?4nce other 

dominations always Imply a domination of this kind.  Then (1.2) 

and (1.3) become simply: 

(1.4) x' N y'  and   x"  ^ y", 
U    U L- . 

(1.5)      x; 4 x i   1 

Tne dominion of a set X of Imputations, written  dom X,  Is the 

(open) set of Imputations dominated by elements of X.  The sei 
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A — dorn A of undomlnated Imputations is called the core of the 

game; It comprises Just these Imputations x in which all 

ooalitiona are 'satisfied':  x(s) 2 v(s)*  A solution of the game 

is defined to be any set V of imputations that domlnSweb Its 

complement in A, and nothing else:  V = A — dorn V.     Every 

solution, being the complement of a dominion, is a closed set 

and contains the core; no solution contains another.  The two 

properties : 

V  ) dorn V - C       and       V J dom V - A, 

that combine to characterire a solution t.lil be referred to 

sometimes as internal and external stability, respectively. 

LEKMA 1.  No solution of (l.l) cor tains an open 

set, unless m  n   1. 

Proof.  For every x   <-   A,   there Is a pal" u*, J • for which 

(1.5) holde; otherwise we could sum r Inequalities of the form 

x' + x ' D 1, involving 2g distinct Indices, and obtain an 

abaurdlty x(S)   g.  Purthennore, If x Is interior to A, every 

neighborhood of J will contain a y for which (l.^) holds, with 

respect to u.#,  . #, un1ese m ^ n = 1.  Hence every open set In 

A Is internally unstable.  But no solution can contain an 

internally unstable subset.  Q.K.D. 
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§2.    TYie  caae  m ^  n. 

The  caae  where M and N are  of eoual  olxe  can be  dlapoaed 

of quickly.     Let  V  be  the  aet of  Imputations of  the  form: 

(2.1) z    -   (p,   ...,  p;   1-p,   ...,   1-p), 0 ^ p ^ 1. 

Por any S   €  M   .   N we have: 

«p(S)   =  p|S 1 M|   f   (l-p)|S     N 

2 Äln(|S 1M|,   jS     Nj)   =.  v(S). 

Thus  z     la  undoalnated,   and V lo   at   least  contained  In   the  core. 

On  the other hand,   any x  c  A  not   In  V nuat  have  x^   +  x '# (, 1  for 

at  leaat  one pair p.#,    . *,   and hence   Is dominated  via    / u*,    - *> 
1 

by aone   y  p   A.     Thus   V Is  precisely  the  core.     What is more, 

we  can  take   y  1:.   the  preceding argument  to  be  one  of  the  element» 

of  V,   namely  2,#  where  p#  satlflfles 

M«  ^ p' 

We   conclude   that   V dominates  all   of  A   - V,  making  V  both   the 

core  and  a   solution   of  the   game.     Undei   these  circumstances  V 

la  necessarily   the  unique  solution.     OeomeU ically,   V  la   the 

straight   line  joining  the   centers   of gravity  of  tie   cppoalng 

faces /w.  and  A... 
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^5•     The   erne mln(ai,   n)    -   1. 
Q . 

The  oas^  of monopoly  or monopsony,'   mln(m,   n)       g       1, 

will  now  be   considered.     We  way  asaume m  -=  i,   n        1.     Sli.ce   v   ta>:eB 

on  only   the   values  0 and   1   we  have  what   Is  called   a  simple  game : 

the    winning    coalitions  ajre  thos'"'  consisting  of   the  single 

member  of M  and one  or more   players  frcmi  N.     This   game  happens   to 

be  factorable   into one—person  ülmple  games,   and a   complete  des- 

cription  of   Its  solutions   Is   therefore  available   (see   [ll];   aloo 

footnote   lj above).     They  turn O'jt  to be monotonlc   curves  running 

from  the   face  Aw  to   the  opposite   vertex of  the  slapiex.     Stated 

precisely,   a  solution  is  any set  of points  of   the   form: 

(3.1) a p;   f^p),   . . .,   fn(p)     , 0 ^ P ^  1' 

where   the   functions   if   '   satisfy   f      .    0/     Z ^     (P)       ^-^)  ar,cl 

are   continuous  and nonlncreasln^.      In  con'ra^t   with   tue   preceding 

case,   the   core,   which  consists  of  the   single   Imputation   'l;   0, 

...,   0),   does   not  dominate   even   a   part   of   Its   complement. 

rne   proo"   that   the   curves   (3.1)   are   solutions,   and   that   they 

are   the   only  solutions.   Is   omit tea   In  deference   to   the more 

general   results   ^roved   later   on   (see  Theorem   1   and   th^  second 

corollary   to   Theorem  ^).      Pigure   1   Illustrates   two   solutions 

for   th*^   V-person  case    '   m        1,   n       L1;   the   jhaded  areas  represe:;t 

the   dominions   of   typical   points   on   the   curves,   and  make   It  more 

9Coapare   [l}] ,   i)hk.2.: . 

Included,   of  coyrae,   In   the   complete   analysis   of general—eum 
>-p«rJOn   gajnes   In   [l^j,   ^'0.'   and   ö^   •' • 
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N N 

Pig.   1 

or   lees   apparent  why  the   functions  f]      must   be  monotonlc   to 

avoid   Internal   Instability—I.e.,   self—domination. 

^4.     The   general  case. 

We   now drop  the   restrictions  on m  and  n.      By   a monotonlc 

arc  we   shall   mean a  one—parameter  family  of   Imputatlor.o  of   the 

form : 

(^.1) ?{(?)>   -".   ^(P) J   ^^P). ••'   rn^ all   p   e   R, 

wh^re   R   Is   some  real   Interval,   and  the   functions   f',   f       are 
u 

continuous, ncrmegatlve, and respectively nondecreaslng and 

nonlncreaolng.  Without loss of generality, we car: choose the 

parameter p so that 

(-.2) w ^ tf 
r (P) - g - P. 
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thereby making R a sublnterval of (0, g]. 

Let E denote the subset of A delimited by the mn In- 

equalities : 

(4.3)    X1  + X,   <  1,        all u c M, . t N 

Clearly E Is nonempty, closed, and convex, and has a nonempty 

Intersection with both A^ and A...  It Is the subset of A In 
r.       N 

which  every pair . u,.   .    Is   an    effective     coalition,   In   the 

sense  of   (1.3)• 

THEOREM   1.      Every mono tonic   arc   in   :•: 

connecting  /L,  and  A,,  is   i   solution  of 

the   game. 

Remark  1.     The   theorem  la not  vacuous,   since  the   straigh 

line   joining the   centers  of   gravity  of  A     and  A^  Is a raonoLonlc 

arc   and   Is  contained   in  E. 

Remark  2.      If m       n   then E   la  exactly   the   core   (see 

(2.1)),   and  If  g       1   then   P   -   A.     Thus,   all   of   the   solutions 

described   In  0?   and  6^  arr   Included   in   the   theorem. 

Remark }.     /hen  m yt n,   one  of  the     contacts     E     A^  or 

E     A.,   is   a  single   point,   naunely   (l,   ...,   1;   0,   ...,   0)   or 

(0,    ...,   0;   1,   ...,   l),   which  pins  down   one   end  of   th'-   solutions 

of   th^   theorem.     The  explanation   for   this   lies   In  the   fact   that 

the   point   In question   Is   the   core,   and   Is  neoessarlly  contained 

in  all   solutions. 

We  can now  Interpret  p as   the   total   profit  realized  by 
the   sellers'   group,   M,   under   the   imputation   tp.     Adding  their 
costs   (assumed  constant)   and   dividing  by   g  gives  us   the   average 
net  market  price   (pee   the   dlacuBoion   In   the   Introduction). 
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Proof of tneorem.     Let  V be a raonot^nlc  arc  In E running 

from AM  to  A^, and  paraaetrlzed according to   (^.l),   (b.2).     To 

show that  V Is externally stable,   take  any x  €  A,  and  let p.. 

be  the  greatest p  €  R such  that 

(4.4) f'(p)    ^    x'   , -ai  u  € M, 

and p0 the least p € R such that 

(^•5)   tjM    \    *'l   , all t  t N. 

Tlie existence of these extrema 1B assured by the fact that V 

touches AM and A^, I.e., that R   (o, g).  We distinguish 

two oases. 

Case A;  p. \ p^.  Let p, < p# \ p«.  Then for some y,*, . • we 

have both 

^.(p#) > *u.       and       f.'.lp*) :> x;#. 

Using the   fact  that  V ^  E,   we   see  that  z  #  dontlnates x  via 

Case B1     p,   ^ pp.     Inserting  p.   In  (4.4)   and  p-   In   (4.5)   and 

siuamlng,   we  obtain 

P2      *     g - Po j, x(M  L N)   -  g. 



-iv 

with the aid of (4.?).  This m>'ans tha^ p,   p^ and that 

equality holds In all of the m - n Inequalltlee (■♦.4), (4.r), 

with p. and p0 Inserted.  Hence we have: 

1 ! P^ 

rhls completec the proof of external stability, our two cases 

having shown that every imputation x is zither In V or In dorn V. 

As for Internal stability, It is obvious that the contrary 

direction of the two sets of rnonotonlc functions , f  . ' f 
u I  |  • 

rulec out the possibility of domination within a monotonic arc. 

ThiF completes th-' proof of the theorem. 

It la easily verified that the solutions given by Theorem 

1 fill up all of E.  An example, given below in Ö   ,   shows that 

solutions exlet that are not contained in E.  «rfe now define a 

larger subset of A, denoted by F, that contains all solutions, 

giving us the chain\ 

A    P     inlon of all solutions     '■■. core. 

In fact, let P be the set of al] Imputations x such that 

max x'   ♦  mln x    \   1, and 
v  ^ 

mln x'   •   max x 1. 
M   u        N 
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A  oomparlaon with   (^O)   showa   that  ? contalne E.     Note   that 

P «ay not  be   convex. 

THEOREM  2.     Every  solution   of   the  gaae   le 

contained  In  P. 

Proof.       Let  V  be   any solution,   let  x  be any element  of 

V,  and  let ^i* be  any element  of M such  that 

(4.( )        x\     >    xj      >      1 all  .   t  M, 

ouppoalng that   such  a  p.* exists.     The   case   x',   -  0  leads  at   once 

to  the  absurdity:     X(N)   > n 2 g-     If  x' #       0 we  can  find  z   e   A 

that majorlres x  In f.ll  components  but  x^,   and  that  Is  so near 

to x  that the  strict  Inequalltlej  of   (4.t)   remain valid  for  z. 

T'hen  any Imputation  that  donlnates  z  dominates x as  well. 

Therefore t  Is  undomlnated by V,   and hence  must  actually  be   In 

V.     By  the  same   reasoning,  a small  neighborhood of  z   Is   In  7. 

But   this  Is   Impossible,   by Lemma   1.     Hence   the  existence   of  u* 

fulfilling  (^.')   Is  refuted,  and 

max x'      t       mi n  x        <       1 
M       u N       ' 

1B  established.     A  sywnetrlcal  argument  completes   the  proof. 

COROLLARY.     No   component   of  any   Imputation  of  any 

solution  exceeds   1. 



Thl3 In an Inetanoe of the general locatlor. theorem of 

IP Gillies  and   Xllnor,       which   8t*teo   that   the   componenta   of all 

Imputations   In  a   solution raust   satisfy   the   Inequality: 

x,   ^ max   |v(S)  - v(S -   -1 •   )]. 
S .1 

A  stronger  general   theorem   ([Pj,   p.   Pi)   Is  available;   3t   would 

Improve  on   the   corollary   but  not   or1.   Theorem  P   Itoel: . 

öS.     Skewness   of   aolutlona. 

In   this   section  we   shall   prove   that  every   solutlo:    of  the 

gaae   (l.l)   1c   fl  monoton Ir   arc   connecting A^  and  A   ,   though  not 

necessarily  contained  li,   E.      Qur main   tool   will   be   a   property 

called     skewness   ,   Which   Is   a   special   kind  of   Internal   stability. 

Once  we   have   proved   that   • very   solution   Is   skew   (Lrnima   '-)   the 

main  result   (TTieorem  *)   follows   quickly. 

For   vectors   a   and  b   th».'   notation  a 4    b   fa       b]   will   denote 

that  every  component   of   a  —  b   Is   nonnegative   [nonposltIVP|. 

By Bup(a,   u)    ilnf(a,   b)]   we   shall  m^an   the   least   upper   jgreateat 

lower]   bound  of  a   and  b.     By raed(a(   b,   c)   we   shall   mean   the 

vector  each  of  whose  componente   Is   the median  of   the   „orrespondlng 

components   of   a,   b,   c.     A   vector   c   will   be   said   to   Me   between   th" 

two  vectors  a  anl   b   If  c       raed(a>   b,   ^).     We   observe   that   th^ 

■edlan  of  any   three   vectors   Is   between  every   two   of   them. 

'   and   |' I ;   or see   | -> J ,   p.   2 ^ 
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We call a pair x, y of Imputations skew If either 

y •  and x1   y'  and 

or 
I    /       ■! 

x i y i y 

A akcw aet la one In which every pair of eleaentB Is skew.  A 

skew aet la obviously Internally stable, In view of (1,4). 

Olven any three elementa of a skew set, one of them will be 

found to lie between the other two.  A nonotonlc arc Is an 

obvious example of a skew set. 

While tnere It) no a priori reason that a solution must be 

skew, the hypothesis of non-skewness has far-reac^lng Implications 

that eventually prove contradictory.  Our entering wedge la the 

next lemma; note that It "la trivial for akew solutions. 

LEMMA ?.  If x and y are eleaenta of a solution 

V# then the two vectors 

u '   < eupU', y'); inf{x't   j   )   /     and 

v « - Inf^', y1)» sup(x , y) N 

are alao eltment« of V. 

Proof:  If u and v are In A, that 1B, If 

(S.l)     u(M  N) = v(« jN) . g, 
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then 11 la easily seen that they are In V, since any z   e V that 

might dominate u (lay) would also have to dominate either x or 

y.  Therefore our task la to prove {l:..l).     Suppose that 

u(M  N) < g. 

Take a vector w that Is strictly greater than u In every 

component, with w(M „ N) - g.  Then w must be In ,',   since any- 

thing dominating It must also dominate either x  or y.  By the 

sane reasoning, a small neighborhood (in A) of w must likewise be 

In V which Is Impossible, by Lemma 1.  Hence we have 

(c ..0) u(M  N) _ g. 

Similarly, we have 

(S3) v(M' N) ^ g. 

Adding, and using the Identity u ♦• v - x ♦ y, we obtain the 

expression 2g t    2g.  This means that we actually have equality In 

('j.2) and (S.5)» as was to be shown. 

COROLLARY 1.  The median of any three elements of 

a solution Is Itself In the sc'.atlon. 

Proof.  Apply the lemma repeatedly to the lden:lty: 



med(x,   y,   z)    B 

iLnr[B\ipixly<),Bup{ylz'),Bupizlx')];   supflnf (x,:-  ), Inf (y,'« ') ,lnf (z,1! ')J> 

exploiting  the  fact  that  the    med"   function  can be  expanded  In 

terns of    Inf '  and    aup '   In   two  different,   antl—eynmetrlc ways. 

COROLLARY ?.     If  x and  y  are elementfl  of  the 

saae  aolutlon V,   then x1   2 y1   l«pll«i x" ^ y ". 

Equlvalently,   If  x,   y €  V are not  skew,   then 

four Indicates u,,,  n.p  t  M, ,    . ^   c   N can  be 

found  such  that: 

x'     ^'^ x •     < y •   , x^>y,     , x<y,1 

Proof.     Suppose  x'  2 X1   t)Ut  not x    \ y   •     Then u'   --  x' 

and u    ^ x '»   with  u J^x  (defining u  as  In  the  lemma).     Then 

u(MUN)   < x(M JU)   - g,   contradicting   (().l). 

IZMMA  3.      If  two distinct  elements  of a   solution 

7 are  skew,   then  there  Is   a  third,   distinct 

element  of  V between   them. 

Proof. Let x, y be a distinct, skew pair of Imputations 

belonging to V, with x1 ^ y* , x ^ y"* and let z be any other 

Imputation  between  them.     If  z  la   In  V  then we  are   finished; 
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lf  net,   we   can  find  a   w  <   7  that  domlnateL   2  via   some    ■ u#
#   >•>   , 

J 

thus : 

W-       >       z' >        y'      , 

w,", z'#      2       x\   ,       and 

Slncp   w  Is   not  permitted   to  dominate  either  x or  y,   we muet 

alec have 

*>   2   *;. ^d y'#   z   »;# 

Let t - aed(x, y, w). By Corollary 1 above, t la In V. Clearly 

t Is between x and y. Inspecting the above Inequalities, w see 

that 

t'«  =  *'• ^ V'm     and  t'#   w".  r* x"# 

Hence t is distinct from both x and y, UB required. 

LEMMA 4.  Every pair of skew points In a solution 

V can be connected by a monotor.lc arc lying entirely 

within V. 
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Proof.     Define  a  partial  ordering of Imputatlono   by  the 

relation : 

(S.4) a     >     t if and  only  If       s'     ^    t'.a'^t',   8^t. 

Let x, y £ V be skew, with x   y.  By Zorn' a L'imna, the set 

V  of elements of V that lie between x and y (including x ar.d 

y) contains at least one maximal chain (maximal linearly—ordereJ 

eubaet).  Denote this chain by C.  Clearly C contains x and y. 

Since V  la a closed let, and the closure of a chain Is still 

a ohaln, C Is a closed set.  The continuous function ^(s)   3(K) 

maps C Into a closed subset ^(C) of the real Interval I - [y(M), 

x(M)|.  The mapping Is 1:1 as far as It goes, since p(  lo strictly 

order-'pr«serving, and It covers the endpolnts of I.  If It failed 

to oover the Interior of I, then I — ^(C) would contain an open 

sublnterval with endpolnts belonging to ^(C).  The Inverse Images 

of these endpolnts, In C, would be skew to each other.  By Lpmma 

3 there would be a distinct element z c   7—C between then.  But 

such a z oould be added to the chain C, contradicting the latter'3 

assumtd maxlmallty.  Therefore we conclude that ^(c) covers I — 

I.e., that 0  Is 1:1 onto.   The Inverse of j,   mapping I continuously 

back onto C, then provides a parametrlzatlon of C as a nonotonlc 

arc Joining x and y, as required. 

IZMMA c.  Fvery solution Is a skew set. 
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ProoT.  Suppose the contrary, and let x,   y be a nonokew 

pair In a aolutlon V.  The aaaoclatei points u    8jp(x', y'); 

lnr(x ', y ) ■ and v - ■ Inf(x ' , y' ) ; sup(x , y )  (eee L^mma < ) 

are then distinct from x and y, but   skew tc th^m both.  (In 

the notation of   (: .-)» we have u   x ^ v and u   y  v.)  Lemma 

'■- then reveals the existence of four rr.onotcnlc ar?3 'JX, ':y, xv, 

yv all contained In V.  Prom this conflpr;ratIon we ihall lerlve 

a contradiction. 

, >' 

x * 
. y 

Pig. 2 

Define   To jr   dls'olrit   petn   of   Indices   aß   followe 

Ml u   f M 1   x ' u ■ yu 

M^ 
t" ■ u   ' M x' 

u 
<. 1 

■ u 

''I •    t 1 
.4 ! x   . y 

N„ » N    1 i x„ 
y 
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By the second corollary to Lemma 2,   none of these Is empty. 

Our first task will be to prove: 

(S5) mln x' 
urM0 

u mln  y' 
ULM, v- 

To do this, we «tart with a fixed 

c   <   x       - y     .      Del Ine   z   t   A   by 
1 '1 

,   t   N'       and  select   a   positive 

2' 
U u 

/(mtn-1) 

-/(■♦n-l) 

Suppose   first   that   z   e  7.     Take  any 

all     u  f   M 

all t   N  - 

o r N-ru and   let u0 

be   such   thit   z' 
u0 

rain  z1 .     By Theorem  ? we  have   z 
K u u 

:. 
o o 

Hence   z   dominates   x   via U 0'    '0 ,   contradicting  the   Internal 

stability of  7.     Therefore   z / 7,   and   there   Is  a  w  t   V  that 

dominates   z   via   some • u , with 

w', +  w 
u 

1. 

But z  «luost  aajorlzes x; to keep w from dominating x as well 

as z we must have • • Therefore 

w •  " * x  - ' ,  y 
1        *1 
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Bit now w threatens to dominate y; to prevent this we muat have 

y'. w'.    >   2' # 
x' • . u      *-      u u u 

from  which   we  oonclude   that   u*   *   M0.     rlence 

(c .- ) mln x1     <    x' W. 1  - w' 
1 'o 

£ 

1    -   X 

Now.take   a   a-   €  M,   no   that   y' mln   y1.   and   select  a   positive 1 ^1    M1  U 
x'  — y' •  Th«»re will be a point t  on the monoton 1c arc 

xv   V with t'    v' *   r   .     Note that t    x    y  , BO 
ul   ^1 1    'l   '1 

that we are In danger of having t dominate y via  u   ,   •. . . 

To avert this requires t'  ♦ t'   1.  TVius we have: 
ul    '1 

(^.7)     mln y' - v'  - t' 
M1   ^    ^1    

ul 

• 1 - t '  - '    1 - x ■  - '  . 

•1 '1 

Since (l •' )   and (' .") are valid Tor arbitrarily small t   and ■ , 

we conclude that mln y"   mln x'.  A s-rr^netrlca 1 argument 

eetabllsheo the reverse Inequality, and (: .S; follows. 

To complete the proof of the lemma, choose a point y • uy  7 

far enough from y so that v'   y' for all at M,, but not so far 
UM- 1 

that   y   = u.      (See  Pig.   2.)     Then   x  and   y  are   nonskew.     Defining 



M, and M« aa above, with respect to the pair r, y, we see at 

once that M, c_ M, and M„ D Mp since y' ^ y'-  Hence 

mln x'    mln x1 ,   and 
M 2 Mo u 

mln y1    mln y'     mln y' , 
M. M. 

and i^.^j)   m'iSt fall for one of the pairs x, y or x, y.  This Is 

the desired oontradlctlon. 

THEOREM %  Every solution of the game Is a 

monotonlc arc connecting ky.  and A... 

Proof.  Let V be a solution, and let x € V be Its "nearest 

approach" to the face A.,, In the sense that X(M) IS maxlmlred. 

Since V Is a skew set (Lemna 5), we have 

w l x', W  / X til w c V. 

The Imputation z € AM, given b;, 

t' - x' 
u.   u 

x(N)/ all p. *  M 

0 all • € N 

Is   skew  to   every  element   of  V,   and  hence   Is  undoralnated  by  V. 



 OC.  

There.''ore, It belongs to V, and Is In fact the element x.  Ir. 

other word.T, V actually touches A .  By a similar argument, 7 

touches A,,.  Therefore (Lenma -4) V Includes a monotonlc arc G 

connecting the two fa^es.  But C Is obviously a maximal skew 

set; hence V   C.  This completes the proof. 

C'JrtOLLARY 1.  The only solution possessing the 

full symmetry of the game Is the set of Imputa- 

tions of the form 

(p, ...,p;o, ...,q),   mp i nq  g, 

— that Is, the line joining the midpoints of" 

A  and A... 

TIIUB, the unique symmetric solution Is precisely the set 

of symmetric Imputations. 

COROLLARY 2.  If mln (a, n) - g   1, then all the 

aolutlona of the game are given by Theorem 1.  (See S'1'.) 

6' .  Two examples. 

Theorems ?  and ',   while they narrow the class of candidates 

to a fairly concise faally of seta — the maximal monotonlc arcs 

In P — nevertheless fall short of a complete characterization 

Contrast this with the situation for the familiar thret 
person simple majority game :  the unique symmetric solution 
consists of three asymetrlc Imputations; the unique symmatrlc 
Imputation belongs to three asynunetrlc solutions (see [l^I, 
CO?, 633). 
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of  the  «olutlona of  the gase.     Maxlaul «onotonlc  arcs  lying 

entirely  In E we  certainly  eolutlone,   by Theorem 1,   ^Dut  the 

•tatus   of   thoB«   that  enter  the region  P — E  remains   In  doubt. 

We  give   two exaapleB  to  show that     ne  problem has no  simple, 

all-or—none  resolution. 

LetM-\l,   2^     ,   N  -i3,   4,   5 ?    .      (Any  smaller  game 

would  come  under  the special   cases  m       n or  g  «  1.)     Let  V.   and 

V0  be   polygonal  arcs,   with   vertices  connected   In  the  order 

listed: 

(   1   .      1   ;     0   ,     0   , 0   ) 

{^. i/M 1/2. V^, iA) 

(1/4,    1/4,   1/2,   1/2. 1/2) 

(0,0;   2/3,   2/3. 2/3) 

Vertices  of  V, 

(   1   ,     1   ;     0,       0, 0  ) 

(2/3,   2/3;   1/3.   1/' . I/O 

(2/3.   1/3;  2/3,   i/( , I/' ) 

(1/3.   1/3;  2/3.   1/3, 1/3) 

(   0   ,     0   ;   2/3     2/3, 2/3) 

Vertices of V^ 

In  each  oase,   the   third  vertex  Is   In  P — E,   by  virtue  of  xi   > 

x'l   >  1.     We  assert   that  V,   la a solution,   and that V0  Is  not. 

To   verify  the   former,   we  refer   to   the   proof of  Ttieorem    % 

and  observe   that  the  only  atatement  therein   that  does  not 

apply  to  V,   ID  the   claim of  domination  via , \i*,    *  * r    =    s 1,   3- 

for   certain  values  of  p# — a  claim  that   Is   Invalidated  by  the 

failure   of  condition   (1.5)   In  the  vlolnlty  of  the  third  vertex. 

However,   the only  Imputations  whose  domination  depends  on  this 
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are   those  with   1/2 ^ xj       J/k,   lA    ^ x,  \   1/2,   and  a   stralght- 

forward argurrent  shows   that   all   trucn   Imputatlona   are   dominated 

by V.   via  other  pairs     u,    . L   for which   (l.c)   always  holds.     *> 

omit   the  details. 

To  verify  that  V,    lo not   a   bOlutlon,   we  observe   alnaply 

that   the   Imputation   (1/3,   2/3;   1/3,   1/3,   1/3),   ainor.g  others, 

Is  undomlnated  by  '/.,. 

0 7.     General   form  of   the   o'rewness   concejDt 

It  was   remarked   In  bc   that   s'/ewnesn   Is  a   special   form  of 

Internal   stability.      It  may   b*«   of   Interest   to  have   this   relation- 

ship made   precise   In   the   context   of  general  n—person  gamen,   and 

to  suggtit  why  It  works   BO well   In  the   present   caa^. 
» 

Following billies |.|, let us call a coalition S vital If 

there does not exist a nontrlvlal partition (S,, ..., S ) of S 

such that v(fl) =• " v(S.).  (In the game (1.1) the only vital 

coalitions are the one—element sets and those o' the form 

u,. • with u » M, . t N.)  Let us call two Imputations x and y 

skew If neither x — y nor y — x Is strictly positive on any 

vital ooallrlon having more than one member. 

Our previous definition (ör ) Is obviously Included In the 

above.  It Is easy to verify In general that skew sets are 

Internally stable, and that for simple games the solutions are 

always maximal skew sets.  That the converse of the latter Is 

not true may be seen from the example of three—point configura- 

tions In the essential zero—sum 3—person gamo which are maximal 

skew, but not solutions.  An Indication of a possible role which 
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skewneai might play In the general th«ory may be gleaned from 

[l^] 050.3 («■?• 630.3«^)•  HoweTer, there are grave difficulties 

to be overcome In the general approach outlined there, and the 

beat immediate prospect lies In applications to restricted 

clAsses of games, especially those with relatively few vital 

coalltlons. 

In the present application, the key property Is the fact 

that skew sets are linearly ordered chains In the partial ordering 

(S.^) defined In the proof of Lemma 4 (but used elsewhere 

Implicitly); that Is, skewness of a three—point set Implies that 

14 
on« of the points Is between the other two.    Por other classea 

of games we may hope to be able to discover and exploit other, 

equally decisive, special properties. 

14 
This Is a converse to the general theorem:  If r Is between 

x and y, and it < x,  j >    Is sicew, then < x,   y,   z ,k Is skew. 
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